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Abstract

A nuraber of esqperijrents have been instrunented by
an ADC schene utilizing an integrated amplifier, a
packaged delay lir.e, the difference of two samples
taken Before a.-*2 After the signal exits the delay, and
a multiplexer to a single ADC for a system. This paper
discusses design features, operating peculiarities, and
experie™ce to date.

• Introduction

The systsn described here and previously^ was
originally dssigried ior liquid argon calorimeters.
Tte diverse r.ature of Fermilab has resulted in its
application to a wide variety of systems including
proportional counter calorimeters, current division
readout, pad chsrisrs, and the original liquid argon
calorimeter application. Detector capacitances have
ranged fraa a few pf to 33 nf.

An approach has gradually evolved which allows
ease of seta? and predictability of operation so that
each application can be executed without complete en-
gineering redesign.

The tx*..x::i concept used in these designs (Fig. 1)
is to integrate the dstector current in a low noise
charge srslifisr and to delay ths integrated signal in
a packaged CVEO-IV line to allow tire for trigger gen-
eration. Ericcsr signals are developed, by single dif-
ferentiation of ths integrated signal usually using a
tap on the daisy line. The delayed ir.tagrated signal
is then serrsled" by two teck and hold switches, EW B
(Before), vhica ssr=les the sigr-sl just before, and
SW A (After), which" sasples the signal just after it
exits the delay line. Inexpensive track and hold cir-
cuits using O D S switches allow the se»le to be held
for tltes which are Icr.g ccrsared to that required for
conversion yet allow fast; r&accaisiticn in case of
abort. A difference amplifier than cror, \ices the out-
put signal which is rojtltiploced to a sirv/le analog to
digital converter CSDC) for an entire system.
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Fig. 1. System Configuration

This scheme has been found to be inexpensive and
easy to implement, and has been applied to a wide var-
iety of systems. It has achieved good linearity and
wide dynamic range at low cost compared to conventional
linear gate circuits. The design rejects lew frequency
noise and can handle moderately high rates.

Because the Before sample subtracts the baseline
level each tiros a reeding is taken (in a manner similar
to a chopper stabilized anplifier), the pedestal val-
ues are quite stable. The readout system takes advan-
tage of this by digitizing only those channels which
exceed a fixed threshold for the system.

Rate Compensation

• The input aitplifier (Fig. J.) is designed to have
a linear output range several tiires the expected full
scale input signal. For moderate rates, the amplifier
time constant, RC of Fig. 1, can be made iruch larger
than the sampling interval, fit, between opening the
Before (SN B) and After (SW A) switches. The ssnpling
interval has a lower limit determined by tfcs signal
(usually) and amplifier rise tines and the closnd re-
sistance and opening tine of the switches.

At high rates, the anplifier feedback resistor R
of Pig. 1 must be reduced to prevent the average input
current ficm driving the amplifier beyond its linear
range. The smaller decay time constant SC nay result
in a significant change in the baseline level during
the sampling interval fit. Fig. 2 is drswn with the
very snail RC to At ratio of 10 to illustrate this
problem. A more typical value for this ratio would be
1000.

In Fig. 2, the input current A) is integrated by
the low noise charge sensitive amplifier B ) . The dif-
ference between the anplifier output B) and a tap en
the delay line is taken C) to be used in the trigger
and for eventual generation of the signals which oper-
ate the track and hold circuits Before B) and After A)
the signal exits the delay line. She difference am-
plifier subtracts the Before sample frcra the After
sample to form the output signal.

Three different situations are examined in Fig.
2-D). For the sample Al-Bl, there is no particular
problen. The amplifier output is stabilized at its
baseline before arrival of the signal so the Bl sanple
is zero. The only error is due to the amplifier FC
which is correctable by a simple gain adjustment. The
sanple A3-B3 shows that sanpling a non-signal (i.e.
an inactive channel) before it has returned to the
baseline vail result in a negative output. For the
case of a small signal after previous signals have
pushed the anplifier output far from its baseline as
A2-B2, the signal can be greatly reduced in amplitude
or completely lost as shown in the illustration.
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•COMPENSATED
DIFFEIENCE

Fig. 2. Wave For=s through the System of Fig. 1.
Rise and fall tires are greatly exaggerated to illus-
trate problsr.s.

A siirple correction! suggested by J. Eosen, will
reduce this error. A trivial derivation shows that
reducing tha gain applied to the Before sample by the
factor (fC-£t)/3C produces the desired correction.
This correction is included in later versions of liquid
argon systsns.

It should be painted out that the illustration of
Fig. 2 is a extrers case and that this correction is
needed under only unusual circumstances, i.e. channels
near the bean, since the asciifier can ba designed with
large EC ccrrparsd to it for typical detectors.

ftsplifisr Design

Most Fercdlab liquid argon calorireters have been
insfcrunentsd using srplifiers without input matching
transforrrers. For detector capacitances » Cj^
'(Fig. 3), transformers will result in lower noise.
However, their vse introduces added cost, and they are
difficult to construct since multiple interleaved
windings are necessary to reduce leatege inductance if
high rate operation is desired. Further, we were un-
able to design transformers which could match the rate
capability of the integrate and ssltiole saitple scheme.

Conmanly used charge sensitive amplif iers can be
analyzed as closed loop operational arplif iers with
Qa * cin a 8 the input element and C f as the feedback
component. The closed loop gain is then (C* + C;J/Cf.
This also provides an explanation for the increase in
noise with Cj since £^ appears inside the loop and is
arplified by (qj + C^)/C£. As detectors with differ-
ent capacitance are instrumented (in our various ap-
plications over four orders of magnitude of C d ) , the
amplifier must operate with widely varying amounts of
negative feedback for a given charge sensitivity. If
the amplifier is designed to be stable at any closed
loop gain (Fig. 4-A), rise fcims v i U be limited at high
gain. If the amplifier is instead left unoanpensatad
(Fig. 4-B), then the rise time is iirproved, but the
amplifier is likely to oscillate at low gains - or if
the detector is unplugged.
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Fig. 4. toplifier Open Loop Eesponse. Curve B i s a
typical unooropansated amplifier. Curve A i s canpen-
sated by the irethod in the text .

The first approach taken vas to design the conven-
tional amplifier of Fig. 5. This i s the most cotrmoa
configuration for charge sensitive preamplifiers. ' '
In this circuit, Qĵ  and Q2 are the transistor equiva-
lent of the vacuum tube cascade circuit where the ef-
fects of drain-gate capacitance are minimized by oper-
ating Qx at low voltage gain by loading i t with the lew
input impedance of the grounded base stage Q2 which
operates at a high gain.

OUT

Fig. 3 . Amplifier Front End Considerations.

Fig. 5. Principal Features o f the fttplifier Used for .
Experiment 272.

This circuit i s not easy to stabilize. Since Q,
typically has a gain of several thousand small i n s t -
ances associated with bypass capacitors, printed c ir -
cuit traces, e tc . , can produce hidden oscillators
and very complex circuit analysis. Foe example,
changing the order of connection of two circuits con-
nected to 1 in. of printed circuit power supply bus has
stabilized a circuit. Once internal parisitics have
been found and cured,' the circuit generallyis found
to have the open loop frequency response as shown in
Fig. 4-B. This anplifier wi l l be stable for. closed



loop gain of A2 but is likely to be unstable for gain
Al. A sinple graphical construction provides a -suffi-
cient condition for ccrnpensation of this amplifier for
stability at any gain by selecting R^ and C^ provided
fall off after F2 is no greater than 12 db per octive
until the amplifier reaches unity gain. It is assumed
that Cs and the effective Q, load resistance R. produce
the first break point Fl of^Fig. 4. At F2 some other
carponent begins to lose gain, the circuit gain begins
to fall at 12 db per octive, and a closed loop in this
region is potentially unstable.

Procedure for selecting
tion is as follows:

and CJJ for stabiliza-

1.

2.

4.

5.

Measure the open loop frequency response
^sut/Sin- This is usually difficult and care
mist be taken that probe capacity does not
affect the measurement.

Detasaina Pj, the effective load resistance.
This is nest easily done by adding a parallel
resistance at the collector of O2 (Fig- 5)
that reduces gain by h41f at low frequency.

1

Determine graphically A3, the gain reduction
frcn the low frequency value needed for curve
A at ?2.

is sat 5^

is the capacitor whose iirpedance is equal
at F2.to

For the amplifier of Fig. 5, the F2 point i s 30 MHz
CFig. 7-A), B- i s 50,000 ohms, and A3 i s 400, giving

1^ f 125 hd s r i C of 22 pfg
of 125 ohds s r i Cx of 22 pf.
With large detector capacities, CDre gain band-

width was rss;sd so that the circ-jit of Fig. 6 was

stage has low input irpedance ores • - -ing the desired
reduction of the"effect of the feeojack capacitance
vftiie provide an approximate current gain of R2/RJ.
This design exasrsded tha gain bandwidth of the previous
Eu^lifier as indicated in Fig. 7-B) and is the design
used on Experiment 515 and 594.

Design « s greatly expedited through the use of
cennercial multi-layer bus hers for pewsr distribution.
These bus bars are about an order of magnitude lower in
inpada.TC3 than printed circuit traces and greatly re-
duce the char.es" cf cross coupling between circuits
through ths power s-jpplies.

Fig. 6. Extended Bandwidth iwiplifier Developed for
Experiment 515.
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Fig. 7. Open Loop Frequency Response for the TWO
Amplifiers Described. Curve A is the E-272 amplifier;
Curve B is the E-515 amplifier containing the addi-
tional gain stage.

Packaged Delay Lines

This system uses lumped constant delay lines
Which are packaged in 16 pin dual in-line integrated
circuit packages. Their purpose is to allow time for
trigger generation so that the Before and After sanples
can be taken of the signal. Typical prices in 1000
quantities are $6.50 for a delay to rise time ratio of
6/1. The nost recent amplifier version (E-515) uses
600 ns, 200 ohm lines which were purchased for $5.01
in 1200 quantity. Ccnpared to 600 ns of RG-3B cable,
the delay line has lower DC losses but lings while the
cable has a fast early rise then slowly builds up to
the final value. Khen gains are adjusted for equal
final amplitude, the packaged delay of Fig. 8 has
faster rise time if the 10 percent to 90 percent defi-
nition is used. Both delay line ringing and the cable
"front porch" cause problems when trying to accurately
measure closely spaced signals. Ringing is not parti-
cularly harmful to this scheme. Since the delay linss
tend to be quite uniform, the Before and After saroles
can be placed at the peaks of the ringing where the
signal is changing the slowest so that variations in
trigger timing will have minimum effect.

Fig. 8. Ccmparison of 600 ns of RG-58 Cable with a
Catrrercial Packaged Delay Line. The cable has 20 per-
cent more DC loss than ths packaged line. Gains are
normalized here to corpare rise times.

Typically experiments with large numbers "of ADC
channels locate the ADC's in the counting house with
long cables to the detector. In order to allow tine
for triggering, the cables are made extra long which
poses problems in storage. Often the cable delay is
made not quite long enough requiring adding length .
-and multiple connectors. The cables are subject to



darage and connector failures along with mislabelling.
While the cost of the bare delay cable is somewhat less
than the packaged delay lines, installed lines with
OOP-iectors represent a nuch larger investment - prob-
ably $100 per cable at Fermilab. Long cables have the
ar^yi problem that unless extreme care is taken, ground
Loops and other noise problems will prevent achieving
the system noise levels and dynamic range routinely
achieved with the system of Fig. 1 which in the usual
cor-igurdtion locates the entire system, including the
single ADC, at the detector transmitting only digital
information to the counting house.

Durirsg readout, all channels are successively
switched to a single ADC where typically only those
char.r.als above a fixed threshold are converted and
stored. This af icrds a convenient test point for the
systas since all channels can be displayed on a single
oscilloscope trace ar.d problem channels located.
Fig. 9 is the appearance of a typical partial sweep.

Fig. 9. Oscilloscope Display Obtained as Readout Sys-
tem Scans Charr-als. Bcrnal channels are shown at B)
while C) is a zoisy channel ard D) has drifted.

Tha first faw channels of a sweep are grounded
(Big, 9-A) for reference. Normal channels B) will dis-
play Erall variations frcn their pedestal setting due
to noiss sz& erifc. A noisy char.-.el will appear as at
C) or. successi\3 sveeps while a drifting channel is
indicated at t>).

Qasrating Experience

Experinsnt 272 has now completed caa experimental
running" period and startsd another.

Frca typical data for the first jeriod, the c of
individual pscsstals curing a typical" two to eight hour
run rsr.ged frcci 7.5 to 11.5 x 10"-" C for a detector
capacity of arproxdietely 4 nf. This figure is through
the entire systsn and includes anslifier noise, slow
drift, external noisa er.tering tha detector, and ADC
error asersj others.;. Lcr.g tarn pedestal drift indicates
a a of .± 7.5 x 10~ C averaged over 10 days including
25 runs.

Eetweaa runs, several circuit changes were made to
ii^rove opsraticn. The sanple-fcold circuits proved to
be sensitive to relative hratidity so that the boards
wsre coated with Dow Coming R-4-3117 conformal coating.
The switches (Fig. 1) have a closed resistance of about
100 otns. This lisdts the storage capacitor-switch re-
sistance tire constant to a fraction of the Before-
After ssnple interval. By more carefully optimizing
the voltage scaling and bsing less conservative on the
settling tine, sensitivity to leakage was further re-
duced for a total iirprovemant of an order of magnitude.

A few tenths percent effect was found to be due to
dielectric adsorption of the storage capacitors. These
were changed to polystryene which reduced the error but

produced a maintenance problem as many capacitors were
damaged in soldering.

E-272 sums the fast trigger outputs in one dimen-
sion for a total energy trigger. Khile the amplifiers
are quiet enough, coherent noise inside the detector
caused by necessary penetrations, i.e. heater leads,
is a problem. Great care is necessary to keep electri-
cal noise out of the detector. In the end, some im-
provement was made by sensing the noise and adding it
out of phase. f \.

Because of the humidity problems with E-272, am-
plifiers for E-515 wgre designed with a guard ring
around the sample/hold capacitor'. This greatly re-
duced the sensitivity to humidity, and it has not been
necessary to coat these boards. The amplifier of
Fig. 6 achieves a a of 0.7 x 10~ 1 5 Coulanb noise level
•per nanofarad C<j with a Siliconix E-110 front end t?- jn-
sistor.

Tests have started for E-594 in which this schsne
is used to read out extruded aluminum proportional
counters which are sandwiched between flash chambers
operating at 10 kv and very high radiated noise.
These counters have read minimum ionizing particle
tracks in the presence of the flash chamber noise
while operating at a gas gain of 103 and at a 10~ l s

Coulcni) noise level. This would appear to have been
successful because this design allows everything to
be "sealed in the box" with signals brought out only
after everything has quieted down.

It is not always possible to spell out the intan-
gibles which make one system easy and another difficult
to use. This system has been very easy bo apply to a
nurcber of experiments. The low frequency noise rejec-
tion of the two sample system is one reason. That
everything is in one box is another. Dynamic range of
over 1000/1 is achieved without effort. Dynamic range
of 10,000/1 could probably be achieved if needad.

'operated by Universities Research Association, Inc.
under contract with the Departnent of Energy.
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